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Abstract– The effective utilisation of a user’s context in improving the per-
formance of web search engines is a subject of intense research interest. In
particular, much attention has been directed to the enhancement of queries
and the provision of more relevant information by taking user context into
account. Progress in this field has been limited to date, however, due to ongo-
ing challenges in capturing and representing contextual information. We de-
scribe here the development and evaluation of a web-based contextual infor-
mation retrieval that addresses some of these challenges and makes progress
in defining the information required to create contextual profiles. Our sys-
tem collects and leverages implicit and explicit user data to modify queries
with the aim of more accurately reflecting the user’s interests. This data is
maintained dynamically in each user’s contextual profile and utilised to im-
prove the quality of information found during web searches. Where enabled,
this data also contributes to the development of a shared contextual knowl-
edge base that can also be used to augment queries. This shared contextual
knoweldge base is a key aspect of this research. The system has been tested
in an observational study that has considered its ability to improve the user’s
web search experience. This paper presents experimental data to provide
evidence of the system’s performance, demonstrating that the shared contex-
tual knowledge base extends the functionality associated with the individual
contextual profile.

Keyword: Personalized Web Search, Contextual Search, Relevance Feedback,
Query Formulation.

1. Introduction

Mankind has organised information for hundreds of years in
order to make it more accessible to others. With the advent of
information technology, the process of information retrieval has
evolved drastically. Information retrieval is therefore a wide, of-
ten loosely defined field. In brief, it involves finding some desired
information in a store of information or a database [1]. Web in-
formation retrieval is a subset of information retrieval that uses
search engines or web directories to facilitate the identification
of relevant information. Due to the exponential growth of the
WWW, identifying user information needs has been highlighted
as one of the most fundamental challenges in the development of
Web search engines [2]. In the late 1990s, research began to focus
on information retrieval in a given context in an effort to address
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those challenges. Contextual information retrieval has distinct
characteristics when compared with other approaches to organiz-
ing and retrieving information. This paper describes the devel-
opment of a novel contextual information retrieval approach that
has been tested in a user study involving 30 subjects. The follow-
ing section provide a brief overview of prior research related to
Web search engines in order to highlight the opportunities that are
evident in terms of improving query results from the WWW by
incorporating an understanding of user context. The remainder
of this paper outlines a contextual information retrieval system
that has been developed to address some of the challenges en-
countered in effectively retrieving information from the WWW.
A complete description of the system is outside the scope of this
paper, so a brief overview of the system is given, along with a
descrpition of the the experimental approach used to evaluate the
system and some of the results obtained.

2. Searching the WWW

Since its inception, the WWW has continuously grown into
one of the largest collections of content in existence. Earlier re-
search reports on the growth of information on the WWW, which
is continuing to expand at exponential rates. Each day approx-
imately 60 terabytes of new content is added to the Web’s 10
billion or so indexed pages [3]. Given these numbers, it is clear
that the complexity of finding relevant information in the Web is
increasing rapidly. In fact, ”information overload” on the Web is
a well recognised problem [4]. Search engines have therefore be-
come an indispensable tool for Web users [5]. Within a few short
years, search engines have become part of our daily lives and are
a commonly used resource employed to find relevant information
on the Web [6, 7].

Current Web search engines are attempting to deal with In-
ternet ”information overload” challenges [8]. For instance these
Web search engines incorporate many features, such as related
searches, clustering, find similar, search within, search by lan-
guage, sort by date, advanced search pages, help pages and so
on. These features are meant to assist users in finding more rel-
evant information. Search engines have evolved through several
generations since their inception and the quality of search has im-
proved dramatically [9]. However, as useful as they are, they are
far from perfect. In actual fact, these search engines are faced
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with a number of difficult challenges in maintaining and enhanc-
ing the quality of their performance [10].

Up until now, search engines have generally used simple user
interfaces that provide little support for user interaction during
the information seeking process. A common search engine’s in-
terface consists of a single text field into which search terms can
be entered, and a ”search button” that when selected, begins the
searching process. Further, the textual content and list based pre-
sentation of returned pages can make it difficult for the user to
efficiently evaluate the search results [11].

In order to have general appeal, today’s search engines are de-
signed in a ”one size fits all” manner. The downside of this ap-
proach is that most do not provide desired search results that are
tailored to any specific individual user [12]. The precision and
relevance of search engine results are largely dependent on how
the user specified/formulated the search query [13]. Other re-
search has confirmed, however, that queries submitted to search
engines by users are short [14, 15] - most are limited to fewer
than three key words [16]] - and can be vague with little or no
context information provided [14]. Additionally, search engine
results are based on simple keyword matches without any con-
cern for the information needs of the user at a particular instance
in time [17] or in a particular context. For example, if a user sub-
mits a keyword (e.g. ”surfing” as a query) to search for informa-
tion from the Web, the search engine examines the indexed Web
pages, then filters and returns a list of those documents that con-
tain the specified keyword (i.e. surfing). However, the keyword
”surfing”, could have completely different meanings depending
on the context in which it is used. As a result, the user still must
perform most of the relevance filtering [18]. These problems are
due to synonymy and polysemy of keywords. Synonymy is when
several different terms have the same meaning and polysemy is
when a single word has more than one meaning leading to poten-
tial ambiguity. The user can include additional search terms that
could help to refine the search queries, but it is difficult to select
the optimum query terms so that the desired subset of informa-
tion is retrieved [15]. Some search engines, such as Google or
Yahoo, provide a hierarchy of categories to help users to define
their search intent. Unfortunately, evidence suggests that users
are either too impatient to browse through the hierarchy of cat-
egories or they may have difficulties in finding the proper paths
leading to suitable categories [19]. As a result, even the most ex-
perienced users have difficulties in finding relevant information
from the Web [20].

The need to better target a search to satisfy a user’s informa-
tion needs is well recognised [15]. A critical goal of successful
Information Retrieval from the Web is to identify which pages are
most relevant to a user’s query [6]. However, relevance is typi-
cally person-dependent, so personalisation is critical to ongoing
search engine development [18]. Many current search engines
lack a personalisation mechanism [21, 22] and the capability to
’understand’ the search query in terms of the information needs
of a user at a particular instance in time. This limits their ability to
return customised results. Such results will only be forthcoming
if search engines can leverage the user’s contextual information,
such as the user’s behaviour and preferences, to better understand
and respond to the underlying intent of the user [5]. In summary,
it is clear that today’s search engines are faced with a number
of difficult challenges, related to the user’s information-seeking

behaviour. These challenges relate to problems concerned with
query formulation, with the user’s understanding of the task and
with the system’s ”understanding” of how the user performs that
task [11]. Hence, to provide the desired information to the user
requires effective methods for identifying the user’s task context
[23] and using this information in the search engine to query,
filter and return relevant information. In addition, in order for
search engines to continue to improve, they must leverage an in-
creased knowledge of a user’s behaviour [5], especially in respect
of understanding the underlying intent of the search.

3. Contextual Search System

In order to improve upon a users web searching experience,
and improve the quality of returned results, a contextual search
system has been developed that is based around the concept of a
contextual profile. The contextual search system performs a num-
ber of activities, such as adaptation of a user’s information seek-
ing behaviour, recognition of a user’s preferences and interests,
recommendation of terms, generation of a suitable and appropri-
ate Boolean query and presentation of ranked contextual search
results to improve web information retrieval. Several important
architectural design and implementation issues, such as scalabil-
ity, flexibility, performance and robustness, were maximised dur-
ing the system’s development. Figure 1 shows a high level view
of the system architecture. The contextual search layer is the core
of the three-tier architecture and it comprises two main modules:
Profile Collector Module (PCM) and Context Manager Module
(CMM) to perform the following functions:

1. Gather the user’s implicit data, such as entered search
queries, visited URLs and corresponding extracted meta
keywords.

2. Capture the user’s explicit data, such as alternative terms,
meta keywords or similar phrases and concepts. This data is
sourced from a lexical database, a shared contextual knowl-
edge base and domain-specific ontologies.

3. Construct the user’s personal contextual profile and a shared
contextual knowledge base using data from step 1 and step
2.

4. Modify the user’s initial query to more accurately reflect the
user’s interests.

Each module consists of several components that perform these
various functions, with the PCM components providing the core
data collection functionality and the CMM components enabling
the querying, filtering and recommendation actions.

3.1. Profile Collector Module (PCM)
The PCM is implemented to capture both a user’s behaviour

and preferences as a user’s personal contextual profile and struc-
ture this information in such a way as to be able to define a search
context that can be refined over time. Many Web IR systems have
explored various user modelling approaches to address similar
objectives. Figure 2 illustrates the functionality of the PCM, a
hybrid contextual user profiling approach that captures a user’s
adaptive search behaviour by monitoring and capturing their ex-
plicit (i.e., explicit rankings, inputs, and instructions) and implicit
(i.e., browsing and typing) data. The PCM constantly acquires
and maintains these data with minimal intervention to represent
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Fig. 1. Contextual search system architecture

accurate information about the user’s multiple interests. The
PCM consists of two specialised components: Preference Col-
lector (PC) and Behaviour Collector (BC) as shown in Figure 2.
Both of these components gather information seeking behaviour
from users of the system. The functionality of these components,
and the details of assumptions made during their development,
are detailed in previous publications [24, 25].

3.2. Context Manager Module (CMM)

The CMM is implemented to facilitate the collection of mul-
tiple users’ personal contextual profiles, to use the personal con-
textual profile (or together with the shared contextual knowledge
base) to refine search queries, filter returned results from search
engines, and provide user recommendations/suggestions. The
CMM performs two main functions. Firstly, it interacts with the
PCM to build a user’s personal contextual profile and a shared
contextual knowledge base. Secondly, it performs iterative query
expansion using the PCM’s relevance feedback function. The
CMM consists of five components, as seen in Figure 1. Of these
components, three are functional components and two are util-
ity components. The following sections describe the three main
functional components in more detail.

3.2.1. Knowledge Collector (KbC)
The functionality of the KbC component is displayed in Figure

3. The KbC facilitates the construction of a personal user pro-
file and collection of multiple users’ personal contextual profiles
to build the shared contextual knowledge base. The KbC inter-
acts with the PCM to gather user behaviour and preferences data
which are stored in the personal contextual user profile and which
update the shared contextual knowledge base. The personal con-
textual user profile information can be used to present interests
and preferences of the user over differing timescales. Both the
personal contextual user profile and the shared contextual knowl-
edge base are potentially used to suggest or recommend disam-
biguated terms, meta keywords, ontology and concepts related to
the current context.

3.2.2. Knowledge Base Query Formulator (KbQF)
The functionality of the KbQF component is displayed in Fig-

ure 4. The KbQF expands simple keyword queries into a contex-
tual Boolean query in order to improve the returned results [26].
The KbQF component interacts with the PCM to formulate a con-
textual Boolean query. It addresses query expansion challenges
by employing interactive query expansion (IQE) and automatic
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Fig. 2. Profile collector module functionality

query expansion (AQE). For the IQE, the KbQF component col-
laborates with the PCM’s relevance feedback (RF) function to ob-
tain appropriate query expansion terms (i.e., terms, phrases and
concepts). Finally, the KbQF component uses these expansion
terms to formulate a Boolean search query for submission to a
search engine.

3.3. Result Analyser (RA)

The RA component interfaces with the Google SOAP Search
API. The RA goes beyond providing or presenting search results
from Google by performing an on-the-fly analysis and ranking
the results based on a user’s contextual profile and a shared con-
textual knowledge base. Figure 5 shows the RA’s analysis and
ranking process. The RA extracts URLs from the Google results,
checks if the URL exists in the user’s contextual profile or in the
shared contextual knowledge base, and then returns the nunmber
of hits in each. In this way the user is informed as to how many
times the URL has been visited either by them or by other users
with similar search profiles. The rationale behind this system is
that the determination of context, the key behind resolving ambi-
guity in user intent, is too challenging to be resolved by a user’s
implicit actions alone. We believe that explicit user input is also
needed to capture and refine the required information.

3.4. Contextual Profiles

A key aspect of this work is the use of User Contextual Profiles
(UCP) that are used to capture an individuals context. This pro-
files may, at the users discretion, but shared with other users to
create a shared contextual knowledge base (SCKB). The primary
objective of this paper is to compare performance along two di-
mensions between having shared or non-shared profiles. This dif-
fers from previous work [26] that focused on comparing perfor-
mance against a contemporary search engine. A User Contextual

Table 1. Example of users preference data
Query Context Date Disambiguated Metakeywords Concepts

Terms
q0 ct1 dt1 d0, d1 m1 c1
q1 ct1 dt1 d3 m2 c2
q2 ct1 dt1 d4 m3 c3

Profile consists of data collected by the PCM, being a range of ex-
plicit preferences as well as implicitly captured behaviour. Each
user has the option to specify multiple contexts (e.g. ”work”,
”home” etc) and for each context a typical profile consists of
the data shown in Table 1 (preferences) and Table 2 (behaviour).
The system employs the nearest-neighbour algorithm to learn a
users specific information needs and to provide alternative terms
recommendation. Firstly, the algorithm uses the number of hits
parameter together with other computation parameters, such as
search query (q0), users context (ct1) and disambiguated terms
d1, d2/Meta keywords or phrases m1,m2/concepts c1, c2, to clus-
ter a neighbourhood of users that in the pasthave exhibited sim-
ilar information seeking behaviour (e.g., entered same type of
queries, used same type of context, selected same type of terms,
visited same URLs etc.).

The preferences data is stored in the profile by query, and for
each query made consists of basic data such as the chosen context
and the date of the query. In addition, the profile stores any dis-
ambiguated terms, previous metakeywords and ontological con-
cepts that the user selects to apply to their search. The word
disamiguation and concept recommender process have been de-
scribed in previous work [26, 27]. Similarly, the behavioural data
is associated with a particular query and consists of the URLs
themselves and the Metakeywords from those visited URLs. This
data is automatically extracted with no user interaction. Using
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Fig. 3. Knowledge collector functionality

Table 2. Example of users behaviour data
Query Context Date Visited URLs Metakeywords

q0 ct1 dt1 u1 e1
q0 ct1 dt1 u2 e2
q1 ct1 dt1 u3 e3
q1 ct2 dt2 u4 e4
q1 ct2 dt2 u5 e5

the system described in this paper, users have the option to share
their profile with other users and hence gain access to other data.
This option has the potential to provide more effective searching
when users have similar contexts. A key aim of this work is to
attempt to discover to what extent a shared profile impacts the
effectiveness of web information retreival.

4. Evaluation Methodology

In order to assess our system we designed a research approach
comprising simulated work task situations, questionnaires, and
observations. Full details of the evaluation methodology are
available in previous work [27] so only a brief summary is pro-
vided here.

A qualitative study was undertaken to comprehensively inves-
tigate subjects’ information seeking behaviour for specific sce-
narios. A quantitative study was conducted concurrently to de-
termine the performance of the system along the usability di-
mensions of effectiveness and efficiency. In addition, we also
collected data (via questionnaires) that reflected users’ subjec-
tive satisfaction with the returned results. The first experimen-
tal phase consisted of testing individual system components and
verifying that each contributed to improving web retrieval using
quantitative measures.

During the second phase of evaluation, three experiments;
II(a), II(b), and II(c) were carried out. The aim of experiment

II(a) was to determine whether the contextual retrieval system
enabled subjects to find relevant information when compared to
a standard search engine using their personal contextual profiles.
In the II(a) experiment subjects performed six search tasks using
the system, and had their search behaviours and preferences cap-
tured in order to create their personal contextual profiles as well
as providing input data for the shared contextual knowledge base.
However, this shared resource was not accessible to them during
their search.

Once the IIa experiment was completed, a second group of
subjects undertook the same six search tasks; however subjects
had the shared contextual knowledge base enabled. As such, the
aim of II(b) experiment was to determine whether the system en-
abled subjects to find relevant information more readily than a
standard search engine using their personal contextual profiles
and the shared contextual knowledge base. This allowed us to
assess the ability of the shared profile to improve search effi-
ciency, by comparing the ”speed” of finding data with the first
group who did not have access to the shared profile. In the II(c)
experiment subjects carried out the six search tasks using Google
to provide reference results. These results are not covered in this
paper, which focuses on the II(a) and II(b) phases.

A total of 30 subjects, with different levels of search experi-
ence, participated in the three experiments. Subjects were ran-
domly assigned to one of the experiments, so that there were
ten subjects in each, with each group having an equal distribu-
tion of experience levels. Before the actual user experiment, sub-
jects were given the same general instructions, watched a video
demonstration of the system in use, and filled in an entry ques-
tionnaire containing information about their characteristics and
search experience. Subjects then attempted the six search tasks,
a technique similar to other studies in this area [13]. There-
after, subjects filled in a post observation questionnaire so that we
could learn their overall reactions to the experimental systems.
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Fig. 4. Knowledge base query formulation functionality

5. Hypotheses and Results

This research investigated the performance of the contextual
retrieval system in terms of how it improves web information re-
trieval. A total of five hypotheses were tested that dealt with the
ability to find information readily, the adaptiveness of the system,
the level of recommendation, the ability to reformulate queries
effectively and the quality of the user interface. These hypothe-
ses examined the subjects’ overall information seeking behaviour
and their perceptions of the contextual search system. Previous
work [25] has reported on the quantative data analysis showing
the relative effectiveness of the approach when compared with a
contemporary search engine, and so this paper focuses on two
further hypotheses that relate to the quantative data gathered dur-
ing the evaluation with a focus on subjective impressions of the
system.

5.1. Hypothesis 1 - Recommendation Support

The results presented here relate to the experimental hypoth-
esis: The contextual search system eases the process in which
users convey their preferences and recommends relevant and
useful terms. This hypothesis is further refined into two sub-
hypotheses that measure the satisfaction aspects of the experi-
mental system.

5.1.1. Sub-Hypothesis 1.1 - Recommendation Strategy
Subjects find that the experimental system communicates

its recommendations clearly, in a timely and in an unobtru-
sive manner. This sub-hypothesis was addressed in the post-
observation questionnaire through a number of questions. Sub-
jects were asked to indicate their overall reactions to the contex-
tual search system with regard to whether the system communi-
cated its recommendations on three semantic differentials; ’ob-
trusive’/’unobtrusive’, ’uninformative’/’informative’, and ’un-
timely’/’timely’. In addition, subjects were asked to complete

a five point Likert scale (range 1-5, higher = better) on the clarity
of the content of recommendation terms.

5.1.2. Sub-Hypothesis 1.2 - Conveying Preferences
Subjects find the experimental system allows them to convey

their preferences easily and in a comfortable manner. Subjects
were asked to indicate their overall reactions to the contextual
search system in terms of conveying their preferences, on five
semantic differentials; ’difficult’/’easy’, ’ineffective’/’effective’,
’not useful’/’useful’, ’uncomfortable’/’comfortable’, and ’not in
control’/’in control’.

5.2. Hypothesis 2 - Interface Support
This section presents results related to the experimental hy-

pothesis: The interface support provided by the contextual search
facilitates effective information access. This hypothesis is further
divided into two sub-hypotheses that measure the quality of user
interface of the experimental system. The findings presented in
this section focus on subjective impressions of the two variants
of the contextual SERL search.

5.2.1. Sub-Hypothesis 2.1 - Relevance of Content
Subjects find that the experimental system interface presents

useful and effective information. Subjects were asked to indicate
their overall reactions to the contextual SERL search system with
regard to the information laid out on the results page, on four se-
mantic differentials; ’difficult’/’easy’, ’not effective’/’effective’,
’frustrating’/’satisfying’ and ’not useful’/’useful’.

5.2.2. Sub-Hypothesis 2.2 - Interface Guide
Subjects find that the experimental system interface guides

them to the information they need. Subjects were asked to com-
plete two five point Likert scales (range 1-5, higher = better) indi-
cating whether the interface guides them to the information they
need and whether they managed to find what they are looking for.
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Fig. 5. Result analyser process

(a) Recommendation Strategy (b) Conveying Preferences

Fig. 6. Usability comparison on median scores

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Recommendation Support

Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the median
value of responses for the various questions relating to the two
sub-hypotheses related to the recommendation strategy (Figure
6a) and conveying of preferences (Figure 6b).

Presentation of results in this way allows an easy compari-
son between the two experiments along the multiple dimensions
measured by the questionairre. Figure 6 shows that the subjects
in experiment II(a) were generally less satisfied with how the
system communicated its recommendations than those in experi-
ment II(b), who were utilizing the shared contextual profile. Sim-
ilarly, there is a generally higher level of satisfaction in subjects
in the II(b) experiment in terms of conveying preferences. The
obvious exception is the result relating to users’ perceptions of
usefulness. For this question, the median response was the same
for both experiments, but it is important to point out that for both
cases the overall impression was positive. Overall, there is a clear

difference between the two experiments, showing that the sub-
jects rated the use of a shared contextual knowledge base more
highly than an individual contextual profile alone. This simple
analysis based on median responses can be given further visibil-
ity by plotting the responses as bar charts, with distinction made
between the respondents from the II(a) and II(b) experiments.
These results are shown in Figure 7.

For the first sub-hypothesis (Figure 7a), the bar charts clearly
illustrate that higher numbers of subjects using the shared con-
textual knowledge base chose the semantic differential and the
Likert scale value of ’five’ (clear n = 6, informative n = 5, timely
n = 5 and unobtrusive n = 4) in comparison to the experiment
II(a) subjects (clear n = 1, informative n = 1, timely n = 2 and
unobtrusive n = 3). For the second sub-hypothesis (Figure 7b),
the bar charts show that more than half of the subjects in the II(b)
experiment - the shared contextual knowledge base - chose the
semantic differential value of ’five’ (comfortable n = 6, easy n =

3, effective n = 2, in control n = 5, and useful n = 3) in compari-
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(a) Recommendation Strategy

(b) Convey Preferences

Fig. 7. Usability comparison on response volume

son to the II(a) subjects (comfortable n = 4, easy n = 4, effective
n = 2, in control n = 2, and useful n = 2).

5.3.2. Interface Support
Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of subjects’ re-

sponses for the two different experimental system for the various
questions relating to the two sub-hypotheses on the ability of the
interface to guide the users to relevant information. For this hy-
pothesis, analysis of median results is not included as the results
for both experimental systems showed the same outcomes.

Figure 8a illustrates that higher numbers of subjects using the
phase II (b) experimental system chose the semantic differential
value of ’five’ (easy n = 4, effective n = 4, satisfying n = 4 and
useful n = 4) in comparison to the phase II(a) experimental sys-
tem users (easy n = 3, effective n = 3, satisfying n = 2 and useful
n = 2). Figure 8b illustrate that an equal number of subjects chose
the Likert scale value of ’five’ for both experimental systems for

the ”never/always guide” attribute (n = 3). A slightly higher num-
ber of subjects using the phase II (a) experimental system chose
the Likert scale value of ’five’ for the ”never/always find” at-
tribute (n = 3) in comparison to the phase experimental system
users (n = 1).

6. Conclusion

This paper has presented research regarding the implementa-
tion and evaluation of a contextual retrieval system. The system
utilises a contextual user profile employing both implicit and ex-
plicit data to provide relevant information to users that potentially
satisfies their information needs. In our system, this data can be
stored as an individual contextual profile and each profile may
be shared with other users through a shared contextual knowl-
edge base. The research reported in this paper has has focused
on recommendation support. The system incorporates two levels
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(a) Relevance of Content

(b) Interface Guide

Fig. 8. Usability comparison on median scores

of recommendation support, namely the suggestion of alternative
terms and concepts that can be used to refine a query and the
recommendation of relevant pages previously visited by the cur-
rent or other users when the shared contextual knowledge base is
enabled. An observational study has been carried out and anal-
ysis of the data indicates that higher user satisfaction is perhaps
achieved using this shared contextual knowledge base than when
the system is limited to using individual contextual profiles. Fur-
ther data analysis is required to validate all aspects of the system
performance and highlight avenues for future research.
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